
Sand Stone Teaching Buddha
24inch 17
Read More
SKU: 00126
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Garden Buddha Statue, Statues &
Sculptures, Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Stone

Product Description

Sand Stone Teaching Buddha 24 inch (2 ft),  is a symbolic gesture of wisdom and spiritual
imagery of Lord Buddha. A Simple artful and reflection of true wisdom.
Material: Sandstone/Redstone Dimension(HWL): 24 x 14 x 7 inch Height: 2 ft (approx.)
Position: Sitting
The term Shakya muni Buddha refers to Siddhartha Gautama, son of king Shudhodana a king of
the Shakya tribe. Until the age of 29, Sidhartha became a father of a son, life was going all
smooth suddenly there is an incident that happened in his life which changed his perception of
looking into life. One fine day while he was on his way to Kapilavastu he run across the three
brutal truths of life when he saw a sick man, an old person, and a corpse being carried to the
cremation ground,  and while returning to the palace he saw an ascetic walking peacefully,  he
realizes no wealth can save him from the harsh reality of getting sick, old and subject to death.
So in a desire to find the solution to overcome this fear he left the royal crown and leave the
lavish life. 6 years after under a Bidhi tree he gets the enlightenment. And spent the rest of his
life preaching about his discovery and how to achieve it.The teaching Buddha is that moment of
his life where he first gave his sermon to his diples at Sarnath. Each of his gestures of hands
and posture has some nonverbal spiritual significance. Buddha is seen sitting on a lotus
platform in the Vajrasan pose. Lotus is a symbol of how to overcome difficulties and grows
beautifully, (as it grows in dirty water) so humans also have the same potential to overcome
pain and became enlightened. The right hand folded near the chest symbolizes the teaching are
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straight from the heart, forming a circle from the tip of index and thumb denotes the "Wheel of
Dharma", palm faces outward. The left hand resting on the lap forms the same circle, palm face
upward. The remaining fingers of both hands remain extended. The middle extended finger of
the right hand represents the listener of the teaching. The ring finger symbolizes the solitary
Buddha (who independently achieves liberation), the little finger denotes Mahayana Buddhism.
The other three fingers of the left hand denote the treasures of Buddhism fist the Buddha (the
enlightened one), The Dharma (teachings), and the Sangha (the spiritual community). His first
sermon was about the four noble truths and the eightfold path. The path of enlightenment can
be achieved by following moral-ethical conduct of behavior, thought process, and meditation.
The Dharma chakra Buddha is beneficial for those who achieve academic and spiritual growth in
life. Through wisdom and intellect, we will be able to solve many problems, the teaching of
Buddha is the reflection of wisdom and righteousness. Placing: Right placement will rip the
benefits of displaying the statue. The Northeast sector is best considerable for placing teaching
BUddha. You can find another desired place if the northeast corner does not fit then make sure
to face him always in the east direction while placing him. Care: A cloth or broom is enough to
ward off the dust from the surface.
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